HEXAGON
TOWER
MANCHESTER, M9 8GQ

THE HOME OF INNOVATION
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REFURBISHED GRADE A
OFFICES AND LABS IN
NORTH MANCHESTER
AVAILABILITY SCHEDULE
FLOOR

SQFT
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manchester mental care &
social health

10

lubrizol

9

its testing services

8

smartkem

3,198 sqft
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fresenius
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manchester city council

5

10,449 sqft

4

5,621 sqft

arch uk biosides
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es field
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LUBRIZOL

1

12,116 sqft (serviced offices)

GROUND

5,281 sqft

RENT
AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

TENURE
BESPOKE LEASING PACKAGES ARE AVAILABLE. THE
LANDLORD HAS A RANGE OF FRI AND ‘WALK IN NOW’
LEASES.
SERVICED OFFICE OPTIONS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE

SPECIFICATIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

fully manned reception
restaurant & corporate catering
coffee shop
gym with lunchtime, evening & weekend
classes
shower facilities
secure bicycle storage
full access raised floors
44 risers per floor
3m clear ceiling height
no collumns = highly flexible floor plates
cat a & cat b space available
24/7 security
550 secure parking spaces on site
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nearby amenities
hexagon tower has been designed
to ensure you have all the facilities
you need on your doorstep. there are
plenty of amenities nearby if you do
want to venture out

•
•
•
•
•
•

co-op supermarket (5 mins)
premier supermarket (8 mins)
texaco petrol station (4 mins)
Blackley pharmacy (6 mins)
heaton park golf centre (10
mins)
North Manchester General
Hospital (5 mins)

‘the hive’
restaurant
the hive is the social
heart of hexagon tower
and provides occupiers
with a place to relax or
focus away from their desk.
•
•
•
•
•

open from 07:30-15:00 mon-fri
break out pods
conferencing room
(hire by the hour or the day)
catering for events
ideal networking location
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OFFICES
hexagon tower offers units from
100sqft up to 10,500 sqft
hexagon’s unique design provides open plan floor
plates without pillars. for occupiers this means a
highly flexible office with dual aspect light
the offices offer panoramic views of
north manchester
flexible lease structures available
to suit occupiers
cat a & cat b
space available

LABORATORIES
floors of up up 10,500 sqft with 44 risers
and 3m clear ceiling height
premier infrastructure and flexible floor design
enable tenants to design bespoke laboratory fit outs
hazardous waste disposal and
labaratory gas provisions are
provided on site
flexible lease structures
available to suit
occupiers
cat a & cat b
space available
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LOCATION
transport links
located just four miles north of central manchester
hexagon tower has excellent transport links into the
city and the wider area.

HOW TO GET TO HEXAGON
METROLINK (CUMPSALL VALE STATION)
10 MINUTE WALK

THE HISTORY OF HEXAGON
1785- The first industrial enterprise
at Blackley, the Borelle Dyeworks,
establishes, and later becomes Delaunay
Dyeworks who were famous for
producing ‘Turkey Red’ dye
1865- Nearly a century after it was first established, the dyeworks is taken over by German
commercial science pioneer Ivan Levinstein

MANCHESTER PICCADILLY STATION
35 MINUTES BY METROLINK
20 MINUTES BY CAR

1919- After 54 years as Levinstein Ltd., the company merges with British Dyes
to become the British Dyestuff corporation, now controlling 75% of dye
production in the UK

MANCHESTER AIRPORT
25 MINUTES BY CAR
1 HOUR BY PUBLIC TRANSPORT

1971- Richard Seifert is commissioned to design Hexagon Tower

1973- Completed in 1973, the building’s famous hexagonshaped windows
represent the chemical compound benzene, which is the basis of synthetic
dyes the site was once famous for producing

1999 -Hexagon Tower is sold to Avecia, who establish their headquarters
there, as AstraZeneca moves into pharmaceuticals.

2013 -Johnny Marr, music legend and architecture fan shoots music video
for single ‘New Town Velocity’ at Hexagon Tower

2016 -Trinity Group invests in a portfolio of science parks, of which
Heaxagon Tower is one

2017- phase 1 of A comprehensive development plan at Hexagon completes
with refurbishment of the reception, restaurant and gym

2018- an ongoing programme of imrpovement works focussed on energy
efficiency and health & wellbeing
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WHY MANCHESTER?

why hexagon tower?

the heart of the northern powerhouse, manchester is the third
most popoulus city in the uk, and has a long history of innovation
and manufacturing.

dominating the north manchester skyline, hexagon tower has
a long history of innovation which has attracted a vibrant
community of businesses.

Manchester has some of the highest quality of living in the uk with
a highly educated workforce and a wide range of entertainment,
sports and culture.

with ample parking, easy access to the m60 and public transport
hexagon offers unparalleled infrastucture and connectivity in
north manchester

the north-west is home to some of the uk’s leading universities
and has excellent transport links to the rest of the uk, europe and
the world, with machester aiport flying to more destinations than
london heathrow.

flexible floor plans, newly refurbished public areas and ample
amenities on site make hexagon tower a wonderful working
environment

Local
KNOWLEDGE
•

•

•

•

Strong links with leading
life science, medical and
engineering universities
a large and highly skilled labour
pool provides high quality
recruitment
15 nobel laureates teach at the
univesity of manchester - ranked
34th in the world
a international research cluster
for: precision medicine, healthy
aging, digital health, and
clinical trials.

Global
Reputation
•
•

•

•

•

the uk’s fastest growing &
economically productive city.
ranked 1st for ‘business
friendliness’ by financial times
2018/2019 report
life sciences: global leader in
precision medicine, healthy aging,
digital health, & clinical trials.
energy & environment: home to the
uk’s nuclear industry and energy
innovation
manufacturing: the north-west
is the uk’s largest manufacturing
region with more than 114,000
people working in diverse areas.

A culture of
innovation
with like
minded
neighbours

a
collaborative
community
to exchange
ideas

premier
infrastructure
which provides
flexible space

a landlord
who works
with you as
a partner to
support your
growth

links with
universities
and investors
to promote
your ideas

excellent
transport
links & parking
for staff and
visitors
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contact
matt shufflebottom
matt.shufflebottom@knightfrank.com
T:
+44 161 833 7705
M:
+44 7814 215258

jeroen houtzager
jeroen@trinityim.com
M:
+44 7970 315587
trinity investment management
st. christopher’s house
27 st. christopher’s place
w1u 1nz
london

CRUMPSALL VALE, BLACKLEY MANCHESTER M9 8GQ
http://www.hexagon-tower.co.uk/

MISREPRESENTATION ACT 1967. Trinity IM, give notice that: i) The particulars are set
out as a general outline only for the guidance of intending purchasers or lessees and do
not constitute, nor constitute part of an offer or contract. ii) All descriptions, references
to condition and necessary permission for use and occupation and other details are given
in good faith and are believed to be correct, but any intending purchaser or tenant should
not rely on them as statements or representations of fact but must satisfy themselves by
inspection or otherwise as to the correctness of each of them. All dimensions and areas
are approximate. iii) No person in the employment of has any authority to make or give
any representation or warranty in relation to this property. FINANCE ACT 1989 Unless
otherwise stated, all prices and rentals quoted are exclusive of Value Added Tax to which
they may be subject.
MARCH 2018
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